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CASE
RELIABLE UPGRADE TO 6REEN ENERGY
O

By Mr. Jesper^ G Jensen, Jckomm,

for

BWSC

It is not a bad smell it is nenewable energy, with envinonmental

Develop for the

and financial potenlial fon the community. We have to change the

Back in 1992, BWSC built

way we perceive ongan¡c waste pnoducts. They nepresent a

f¡ont of us Lemvig

and valuable energy resource right in

vast

B¡ogas

future
the

or^iginal Lemvig Biogas planù and

to expand and upgrade the plant ín 2008
to increase the gas output fr^om the biomass

was also selected
punpose was

The
and

has, with assistance

from BWSC, realized the potential.
potential
Biogas has the
of r^eplacing up to 250/o of Denmank's

to develop the plant

consumption of natural gas to r^eplace the Danish natunal gas

The fenmentation tani< capacity had to be substantially increased

resources stanting to decline from 2015.

to ensune both suffìcient and effrcient digestion of the biomass

for^

the future.

supply from livestock waste combined with othen industrial ma-

ln 2009, the Danish government launched an ambitious plan to

tenial such as fish waste, slaughterhouse waste, bacteniologìc

promote 'Green Growth'. A signifrcant element in the plan is to

contaminated foods etc.

utilize half of the countcy's livestock waste into energy by 2020.
Ten yeans

So

prior to this deadline, we are utilizing appnoximately

it will take

a substantial

effort to

r^each

70lo

the target.

Ihe new tank was serial-connecled lo the existing tanks to
improve digestion even funther togelhen with an upgrade of the

pasteurization at the plant And the or^iginal gas treatment system
The most obvious means is

to build 40-50 new, lange scale biogas

was upgraded

to be able to handle the increased pnoduction

plants Leading experts are, however, not convinced that this is
feasible within the time frame Anothen means is to expand the

Beliable long-term solutions

treatment capacity on existing plants

A local study in Lemvig showed

that the community could incnease

their^ financial benefrt through a more

"No matten which means we choose, the potential is there," says
CE0 Sigund

@.

Ander^sen from Denmank's leading energy plant de-

velope¡ contnactor and supplie¡ Burmeister^

E Wain

Scandinavian

efficient utilisation of the

biogas plant, so the decision to expand the plant was evident.
And

the decision lo contr^act
to make either'

BWSC

to

penfonm

the expansion

was not hand

Contracto¡ A/S IBWSC] "But we must change the way we perceive
biomass We tend to see the sounce as waste only. But in reality,

BWSC has

these sunplus bi-products ane valuable energy and fentilizer re-

biogas plants in Denmank and

built some of the most efficient and longest ser^ving

that is no coincidence

sources which we have in abundance right in fnont of usl'
"We stnive

to use oun vast knowledge and experience in the turnkey

ln ân env¡ronmental context, lhe potential has even more im-

freld to design plants specifically to the customer's needs," explains

portant significance, because we have to dispose of the 'waste
nesounces' anyway - with minimal environmental impact. Then
why not benefit by its energy potential? And that is exactly what

Sigurd

equipment with high reliability and pnedictability of the biogas

they have done in Lemvig in West Jutland. Here, an existing biogas

nesounces at the plant provide a solid basis for^ the ftnancial per'-

plant has necently been expanded to take in even more biomass,

formance of the plant for^ the custome¡s "

0

Andersen. "We use solid and well-proven concepts and

plant, which together with the management of the organic waste

thereby incneasing biogas production and expanding Lemvíg's
But Sigund 0. Ander^sen is also awane that BWSC's biogas enthu-

B¡ogass' commercial potential.

siastic customens cannot nealise the 2020 targets

its kind in Denmark,
it doubled its fermentation volume in 2008 to almost 15,000

by

themselves

Lemvig Biogas is one of the lar^gest plant of

"Biogas is a sound and sensible energy alter^native which nepr^e-

and

sents double sustainability - both envinonmentally and frnancially
- for a society very much in need of such solutions. Therefone, we

m3 coupled with an upgnade all per^for^med by BWSC

can only hope

that the good intentions behind the 'Gneen Gnowth'

The expansion and upgnade have provided Lemvig Biogas with a

plan will be followed thr^ough with the sufficient framewor^k condi-

potential to expand their business beyond the present customer,

tions to ensur^e that the target is reached," he concludes.

Lemvig Distr^ict Heat and Power. Now other dislrict heat and
power^

plants in the vicinity can have the benefit of the biogas to

neplace a pant of their^ cunrent fossil ener^gy sounce.
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For more information please visit www.bwsc.dk

